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From the manager: 
 
 

Wow, is it really December already? 
 

It seems like just yesterday we were ticking over into the start of 2017. 

 

The sailing season has been busy so far with the inaugural RPNYC-LBYC-
EBYMBC Combined Keelboat series taking place.  It has been awesome to see 

so many keelboats sailing around Wellington Harbour together. 

 

Huge congratulations to Shogun and Ghost Train for taking out their respective 
divisions.  I look forward to reading their recollections of the action in the 

reports they have put together for this Spinnaker. 

 

The past few months has also seen the new Junior and Youth Squad kick into 
full swing.  David, Chris, Grant, Roy and their team are putting in a massive 

amount of time getting our junior and youth sailors out on the water each Friday 

evening and Saturday morning.  So thank you guys for making such a 

significant contribution! 
 

The Sailing Academy has also been busy with teaching new sailors.  By the 

time you read this the Sailing Academy team will have finished a junior learn to 

sail course, an adult learn to sail course and an adult learn to race course.  Again 
thank you to Colin, Phil, Remy, Marc and everyone involved for taking the time 

to volunteer and introduce new members to the club. 

 

As we roll into December and the new year things are still running full steam 
ahead, we have the following events over the next few months: 

 

 16 December Mishmosh Poker Race 

 18-21 January Noelex 22 Nationals 
 27-28 January Evans Bay Regatta sponsored by Gault Mitchell Law 

 16-18 March Wellington O’pen Cup (BIC Regatta) 

 7-9 April Lower North Island Schools Teams Racing Champs 

 22 April                East West Dash 
 

All of these events do take a significant amount of volunteer time, if you are 

able to assist with anything during any of these events, please let me know.  

Even the smallest amount of time and the smallest of jobs can make a huge 
difference to the success of an event. 

 

We have recently tried to implement a new Guest Speaker series on one Friday 

each month, so far we have had the privilege of hearing from Brett Linton (local 
sailmaker and Team Dongfeng member for the Volvo Ocean Race), Matt 

Stetchman (Crane Driver & Shore Crew for Team France in Bermuda), Phil 

Williams (TRIYA Manager) and Sara Dawn Johnson (how to sail the world 

with kids). 
 

If there are any speakers whom you would like to hear from, please let me know 

and we will try and line them up. 

 
Finally I would like to wish all of our sailors who are heading away over the 

next few months to represent the might EBYMBC at their respective regattas 

the very best of luck.  Sail hard, sail smart, have FUN and stay safe! 

 
 

Cheers 

Rowdy 

 

mailto:admin@ebymbc.org.nz
http://www.ebymbc.org.nz/
mailto:gavin.pascoe@gmail.com
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Wanganui Regatta 4-5 November 2017,  
Open Bic Coaching 
By Rory Kilmister 
 

We headed to Wanganui early Saturday morning and arrived to a 
sunny day and 24 knot winds. There was a small fleet of fourteen 

Open Bic sailors which included Hamish Scott & me from 
EBYMBC. 

 
I found the conditions challenging on Saturday and struggled to go 

upwind due to the current. I did not manage to complete either of 
the first two morning races in the time allowed.  We headed in for 

lunch.  
 

After lunch we were given the option to go out on a lifeboat, both 
Hamish and I took up the opportunity.  We went out with ‘James’. It 

was fun and I learnt heaps from watching the other sailors. 
 

We were lucky to have Russell Coutts and other coaches support the event.  On Saturday afternoon Russell 
lost his car keys and cellphone over the side.  It was suggested the kids could have a treasure hunt as the tide 

went out.   
 

On Saturday evening our hosts organised a BBQ and a fire was lit on the beach.  We toasted marshmallows 
and there were fireworks let off.  

 
On Sunday the winds had dropped to 8-10 knots for the start of the day.  As the day progressed they 

strengthened back up to the mid 20’s.  
 

On Sunday I managed to finish all my races in the time limit and my best place was fifth against the whole 
fleet.  James came and coached me on the water for the final race of the day.  He also gave me tips once we 

were back on land.  He got Dad to lean on the boat and showed me to hang over the side more. 
 

At the prize giving I was surprised to get third place for the under 13 age group.  First and second place went 
to Gold fleet Cailen Rochford from Manly & Silver Fleet Eli Kuehne from Sailing Wanganui.  

 
I really enjoyed my weekend and look forward to future regattas.  Thanks for a great weekend Sailing 

Wanganui. 
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Napier Sailing Club Regatta  
24-26 November 
By Hamish Scott 
 

The first day was Friday, it was a coaching (more like fun) day with Sir Russell Coutts. We learnt how to 
round marks more efficiently by taking it wide and exiting the mark close. Also on the Friday we did some 

two up and four up races which were fun (two person and four person). 
 

 
The first proper day of racing was Saturday and it was very chaotic (compared to all the other one class 
regattas I have been to) there were 12 classes including Paper Tigers, BIC’s, (I was sailing one) Lasers and 

Optis. The wind was pretty light blowing from the east both days and so they had to postpone the first 
warning signal by one hour on both days of sailing. I did pretty well consistently getting around the halfway 

mark (9th and 10th) In all of my three races. 
 

The next day was a lot less chaotic as I was used to it by then and the weather was the same as Saturdays. 
My placing did drop back a bit getting around 11th and 12th and even a last (which was thankfully excluded 

from my nett score) the results were in at about 4 o’clock and my final placing was 12th. 
 

It was a very fun, sunny and chaotic (at times) regatta with a great location with warm water, warm enough 
to go swimming when we had come in from our racing both days. I would definitely go next year and hope 

for a better result. 
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The Interclub series with Ghost Train by Mike Dunlop 

 

 
 

2017 Interclub series they said. When this was announced, I thought what a great thing, let’s go test 
ourselves against other fleets in the mighty Ghost Train. I knew that we should be somewhere around the 

Port Nic div two fleet speed wise, so mid fleet-ish. If we got conditions that suited a 7.8 metre trailer yacht 
(light to medium breeze with flat water) we could tickle up a few bigger Keelboats - especially in tighter 

courses with more manoeuvres. If we had too many long legs though we were in trouble waterline length 
was not our friend here so away we went with an open mind and eager to get stuck in. 

 
Race One Lowry Bay Opening day 

 

After a long motor over to Seaview marina (Note to oneself remember 

one hour of steaming at full throttle burns exactly 5 litres of fuel), we 
arrived to a bit of excitement and wonderment of how this series would 

play out, no one knew what to expect. I had a feeling people would be a 
bit timid off the start line first up to gauge how people would approach 

the series. 
 

Conditions were ideal 12-15 knot NW, flat water, perfect for the 780. 
We got out early to get the boat set up and try out my brand new Light 

medium Jib which is damn right sexy. The breeze was shifting to the 
left then back to centre. During the start sequence it became apparent 

that the boat end was the place to be then to head left for the shift. 
Being quite nimble and manoeuvrable we put ourselves right at the boat 

at the start with a lot of boats holding back (this only happened once) 
we got our best start of the whole series and sailed a great beat, crossing 

in front of some Ross 930s and all of the 88s. 
 

We got to the top mark in great shape popped the kite we were pole forward to a wingish mark. We turned to 
look back to see this Grey Elliot 780 mowing down all in her path called Erazer, man that thing on a hot 

angle is a rocketship. Erazer made about 200metres and mowed down everything. The next upwind we had 
to work hard, we found a nice fast high mode which served us really well there wasn’t really anything 

tactical we could do in the bottom two thirds of the track but played some nice shifts to make up all the 
ground on Erazer and be in good shape again at the top mark. 
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This time it was dead downwind we ended up keeping that Erazer locked into a deep angle 95% of the leg 
they managed to be able to heat up and slip past right at the bottom mark. Then a fairly average last beat we 

were done. 
 

What we took out was we’re competitive in flat water long legs sucked and we would probably never be 
allowed that start again but come out with a First on corrected.  The boats we were looking at were 

Incanatre Y88, Erazer E7.8, White Heat E7, in those conditions the bigger boats couldn’t quite spread their 
legs to leverage enough time. That's ok with me. 

 

Race Two Evans Bay Opening day 

The weather was playing ball again 7-15 Northerly with massive shifts to the east but forecast to go NW 
everyone was ready and no quarter was given on the startline. We again were looking at a boat end start.  We 

watched multiple boats get spat out, some twice, and we had to settle for a second row start. 
 

The wind was all cut up and we had to suck a lot of bad air trying wiggle free but sucking some bad side of 
shifts. We were looking like absolute dog tucker halfway up Evans bay we decide to hold our ground and get 

to the left at the top of the bay it was the only move we had up our sleeve left to play we went hard left then 
tacked and Hallelujah the most beautiful big lefty of all time there was three or four Boats Smokie, 

WhiteHeat, Vendetta Tortimony, and us that were 15 degrees higher and in great pressure basically came 
from the back right to the front Phew. We rounded ahead of all the 88s again. 

 
This was a long leg to Shoal pile, Incantare just mowed us down with waterline length. Then that Bloody 

Erazer being free to sail her hot angles did a number on us again and so did the Elliot 7 White Heat, man 
those Elliot boats can go downhill. We were slow and sticky. We approached Shoal Pile alongside Vendetta. 

They were inside and had the rights so we thought a nice Jenny Craig (Go in fat come out skinny) rounding 
would be the go as the big keelboat wouldn’t have our manouvreability. They certainly didn't at all and took 

the widest berth around shoal pile imaginable we were on the outside and were taken 15 metres below the 
mark and then they couldn’t get their jib in, we lost so much ground here I won’t be putting myself there 

again. Then the wind came up, the chop was up, we sailed a poor beat to the finish and got past by all the 88s 
and XTsea. Not good for a TY upwind in Chop. 

 
We had some real ups and downs this race finishing fifth on corrected to lie 2nd overall with White Heat in 

first, Erazer in third it was Trailer yachts in the top three spots. The longer course was tougher for us. 
 

Race Three Port Nic Opening day 
Here we go!!! The weather was looking a bit tough 35 knots and choppy as hell. We banged our way around 

to Oriental bay under outboard. This was a big boat day, we knew we were up against it. The big reaching 
startline was fairly conservative in the breeze we had an ok start and were neck and neck with Erazer at the 

first mark and in the middle of the 88’s. Rounding the mark just to leeward we saw the mighty Erazer drop 
her rig, never a nice thing to see, everyone was alright and safe so we trucked on into a stiff 30knot northerly 

with a tuck and my new heavy jib (which is also a beautiful wee number). We were in good nick battling 
some 38knot gusts when Bang! I lost the Dyneema strop on my Jib sheet ping flapping Jib Oh No !!! Cole 

our spritely bowman goes forward to drop the flapping Jib so we are now sailing uphill one reef with no jib 
(this is seriously slow in that breeze) and ended up right at the tail of the fleet I did think “is this our series 

over?”. We got to the top mark still trying to affect a running repair the off downhill we decided not to fly a 
kite with a man and his weight on the bow so not fast. The VHF was busy with withdrawls from the race 

with one notable withdrawl being Whiteheat, the series leader! All we needed was to finish with Erazer out 
as well and we may still have a sniff. We affected the repair and de ja vu we were at shoal pile with Vendetta 

again, we grabbed the inside and were fine. We sailed a fairly good beat back up Evans Bay in the lumpy 
bumpy chop, glad this one was over. 
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We scored a 14

th
, not a good score but with all the withdrawals and damage we were still in 2nd overall 

behind Incantare Y88 who were sailing consistently well, but we were five points behind them. The big 
boats had it all over us in those conditions. 

 

Race Four Lowry Bay 

Looking forward to heading over to LBYC again, nice flat water, shorter tighter courses and importantly 
mid-range breeze phew! We had to log a good score today and make some big inroads on Incantare, the 

weather was definitely in our favour again. 
 

Everyone knew how everyone was sailing by now and the starts were more competitive than ever. We opted 
for a boat end start again, which was the wrong call as the breeze shifted left about 45 seconds before the 

start. The pin was the place to be and there were some glamour starts on port from some boats, well done!! 
We managed to get on some nice shifts on the first beat to be one boat length behind Incantare at the top 

mark, we were looking good. Again the 88’s waterline took over and put some distance on us but we were 
okay. We rounded well and headed upwind again. 

 
I wanted to get left to leverage a tradition shift on the northern end of Somes, we looked like dog tucker 

again but the shift came and we were right back up there just on the 88s tails. A nice short run to the finish 
and we were done, we scored a second and importantly took four points out of Incantare with two races to go 

and some daylight to third. Game on it was going to come down to the wire. I have to say Aftermidnight 
who won this race sailed a blinder nailed the start and were deserved winners well done team.  

 

Race five Evans Bay 

This was a long harbour course programmed. Forecasts were looking like big breeze again the Race 
committee decided to pull the pin 35 gusting 45 a classic Wgtn spring day. Racing abandoned it was all 

coming down to the final race. One point behind Incantare. 
 

Race Six Port Nic Island Bay race 
So heading into the last race I was checking weather all week. I also had a very dear friends 40th in Takaka, 

Golden Bay, but I needed Ghost Train to sail! If anyone knows me, getting me off the helm of my boats is 
tough, so for the first time in my life I let my awesome crew take the boat out and handed the helm to the 

more than capable Wade McGee. He did put a lot of prep in, we plotted our tactics all week and were hoping 
for not too much bloody windy. All we had to do was beat Incantare to finish on equal points and we would 

take it on countback. 
 

The boy’s started with no disturbed air and sailed a great beat out of the harbour hooking into some nice 
lefthand shifts. The reach across to Island Bay by all accounts was a bit sloppy but the short Ross780s length 

was short enough to be able to navigate the chop quite efficiently hitting some 12s and even a 16 knot burst. 
Basically they nailed it, Island Bay results were first Ghost Train, Second St Laurance (the big Trimaran) 

and third was Incantare. So we took the series by one point Woohoo!!! 
 

Firstly I would like to say a big thanks to all the competitors and race management teams of all the clubs it 
was a tough series but hugely rewarding. Also Scotty Barker and crew from Incantare, they sailed a 

phenomenally consistant series and were very tough competitors. 
 

I would encourage everyone to get involved in this next year, I think it was a great success and is great to go 
out and sail against different boats. There was some great racing, the conditions were great for us and it was 

great for building comradery amongst Wellington sailors. 
 

Mike Dunlop 
Ghost Train  
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Inter-Club non spinnaker division 
By Peter Maherides 
 

I recall a conversation with a fellow club member a few years 
back, Shogun was up on the hardstand, freshly antifouled and 

in my opinion looking quite smart, he was quick to point out a 
few issues and design flaws and finished the conversation 

with the comment "safe boat but you won’t win any races". 
Over the five races we managed a win and three more podium 

finishes, enough to take out the series. 
 

While every race was enjoyable and memorable the highlights 
for Shogun and the crew were the two RPNYC hosted races. 

 
The first was a relatively short course, Ngauraunga - Somes - 

Finish but with 30+ knots (felt like 45) and sailing two-
handed we were always going to be challenged, Sea Kiwi was 

directly ahead and heeling at what looked like 60 degrees, at 
that point I have to admit I wondered if we were up to this, 

what a ride. 
 

The second was the Island Bay race and the final race in the series, a pursuit race with groups of boats 
starting five minutes apart, there were yachts everywhere and a couple of Interislander ferries to keep it real.  

We were going well and had just rounded the mark at Island Bay to be greeted by Revs and St Laurence 
coming straight at us, we held our course and managed to squeeze between them, there was probably plenty 

of room but it certainly didn't feel like it.  The other memory from that race was a conversation between 
Bede and I, he was on the main and I was helming, it went something like this, "Bede - how's the load on the 

tiller? Peter- fine but the boom is in the water". 
 

From my perspective the inaugural Interclub Series was a success and something the three clubs should look 
to build on, 40 plus yachts on the water in most of the races was a great sight and by my count 65 yachts 

participated across the series.  A big thank you to all involved in making this happen. 
 

 

 

????????????  QUIZ  ???????????? 
 

 

 
 
                              Is this… 
 
A:      a whaler photographed while on smoko at           
Pipitea Point in 1926; 
 
OR 
 
B:      your local Barista? 
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Moore Wilson & Co 
 

Moore Wilson & Co (like the mighty Evans Bay Yacht & Motorboat Club) has been operating in Wellington 

for almost 100 years. In 1918 Frederic Moore ‘set up shop’ as a general wholesale merchant delivering to 
Wellington’s early grocers, restaurants and hotels. When Frederick handed the reins over to son Stanley in 

the 1940’s the business transformed in to the cash & carry model most of us will be more familiar with 
today.  As the business enters its 100

th
 year, 3

rd
 generation Graeme and 4th generation Julie are at the helm 

of this unique and iconic family owned and operated Wellington institution. 
 

Significant too in Moore Wilsons’ history over the last 100 years is the family’s connection to sailing, with 
Graeme, his father and grandfather all having involvement in Wellington and Marlborough Sounds yachting.  

Graeme’s first boat, a P Class named Koala, was sailed by him in Evans Bay, and he remembers well the 
hive of yachting and boat building activity that was Balaena Bay during the 1940’s and 50’s when he grew 

up living on the hill above. 
 

EBYMBC and TRIYA (Tup Radford Intercollegiate Yachting Academy, based at Evens Bay) are very 
fortunate to have Moore Wilsons as sponsors of the O’pen Bic programme and TRIYA boats respectively; 

Moore Wilson’s support of youth yachting in Wellington has helped rejuvenate youth sailing in Evans Bay; 
it is a great sight to see 20-plus kids out sailing on a Saturday morning, and we have the good problem now 

of more kids wanting to sail than we can currently cater for!  It is thanks to Moore Wilsons and our other 
junior programme sponsors that this is the case. 

 
 

 

 
 

Three generations of Moores; family members at home above Balaena Bay c. 1949. 

Frederick, Fanny, Edna, and Stan with young Lesley and Graeme Moore. 
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Wineworks Cook Strait Race - 1 Dec 2017 
 
Crew: Geoff Head, Murray Thomas, Grant Timlin, Eduardo Villouta. 
Forecast: Light northerly to start picking up during the race to 15-20 kts.  
 

 
 

 
We had sailed Halo across Cook Strait to Waikawa the previous day (Thursday 30 Nov) and berthed in the 

Waikawa Marina for the night.  At 7pm the Waikawa Boating Club held the pre-race briefing at the 
clubrooms. Very well organised event with all the information we needed including the Handicap Table for 

all boats. Halo was at the bottom of the handicap list at 0.6400 together with Owhiro Lady.  We were 
obviously going to be one of the slowest boats in the race. We handed in our completed Coastal Voyage 

Form and picked up our Race Information Pack with banner and the complimentary bottles of St Clair 
Family Estate as well as the padlocked 'black box' containing the special delivery of wine to be taken to 

Wellington. 
 

The race was timed to start at 9.30 am at the Entrance of Tory Channel so we set our alarms for 5.30 for a 
6.00 am getaway from Waikawa Marina.  

 
By 0600 hrs we had departed Waikawa and were enjoying the early morning views of Queen Charlotte 

Sound while we ate a hearty breakfast and motored out to Tory Channel in convoy with all the other yachts. 
Arrived at Okukari Bay just inside the Tory Channel Entrance at 0840 hrs. All boats had to radio ‘Pacific 

Eagle’ on VHF 77 to confirm they are racing, advise total POB, if there are any changes to the submitted 
crew list, and receive acknowledgement from a WBC official. At  about 0915 we all followed ‘Pacific 

Eagle’ out through the Channel Entrance towards the start line off Ruakawa Rock, just north of the entrance.  
 

There was some confusion on the start time. We understood the start was at 0930 and were expecting a 5 
min warning at 0925 but we eventually realised the race start time was 0935 with the warning at 0930.  
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Anyway off we started, somewhat behind the main bunch. The boats in front were hoisting their spinnakers 
in the light northerly so we (quickly as we could) prepared our kite. However by the time we were ready to 

hoist, the wind had picked up and all the leading boats were already dropping their kites.  
 

We sailed on a beam reach across Cook Strait with the No. 2 Genoa and full Mainsail at a fairly good speed 
of about 7 kts SOG. We noticed some boats heading much further south and others further north. We 

decided to play it safe and head down the middle! As we passed Thoms Rock we were doing 9 kts SOG but 
Halo and a couple of other boats were now trailing well behind the pack. 

 
Great excitement as we were going through Karori Rip towards Sinclair Head we noticed that we were 

quickly catching up with all the other boats which appeared to be becalmed! We eventually entered the calm 
patch just off Sinclair Head at 1220 hrs and barely moved for about 20 minutes. In the meantime, of course, 

the leading boats were off leaving us behind again. We took some comfort in a couple of boats still behind 
us.  

 
The northerly quickly built up to 20 kts gusting to 27 kts as we were passing Lyall Bay towards the Heads 

and we were probably over-powered with our No. 2 Genoa and no reef in the Main. We decided however to 
press on in the expectation that the wind would decrease once we headed into the harbour. Had an 

exhilarating sail passing Barrett Reef Buoy at 1410 hrs avoiding the Straitsman which was coming out. All 
boats had to radio into race control at Port Nick Sports Ch. 62 when rounding the buoy. We then tacked up 

Wellington Heads with Grant doing a great job on helm. Passed Point Halswell at 1525 hrs. Excited to see 
we had overtaken Bavaria on the final tack! 

 
Called in to race control again when passing Point Jerningham and sailed down towards Port Nick Yacht 

Club passing the finish line at 1549 hrs. We made it! 
 

At the prize giving that night we were excited to discover we'd won 16th place on handicap out of 39 boats. 
Well done Halo and her super crew, Geoff, Murray, Grant and Eduardo!  It was a great race which we all 

thoroughly enjoyed. 
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Photos from our 2017/2018 season opening day. All photos from Jennifer Loader. 
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Less than 100 days … 

When you are reading this article, it’ll be less than 100 days till the start of the 24-Hour Endurance Yacht 
Race on the 3

rd
 of March 2018. Oh, that’s still ages away, I hear you say. Well, it is and it isn’t. If your boat 

is ready to sail and your crew have committed to be on board, time is on your side. However, if there is still 
work to do on your boat and you haven’t organised your crew yet, get busy, get sorted. Earlier this year, 

some skippers were still scrambling for crew on the day of the race. Don’t let that happen to you. Key to a 
successful race and a great experience for all aboard is totally dependent on how well you are prepared. 

Make a list of the things that need attention to get your boat ready. Check your navigation lights, VHF 
radios, cordage, sails, motor. If your windows are leaking, get them fixed. There is nothing more 

demoralising than a constant drip on your sleeping bag. Is your safety gear up to scratch, life jackets, 
flotation devices, working torches, first aid kit?  

 
From an organisational perspective, we are well underway with the planning. We have 17 sponsors signed 

up for next year’s race. Except for one, all of this year’s sponsors are on board again, plus three news ones. 
Posters and brochures have been printed and presentations planned at Royal Port Nicholson and Evans Bay 

YMBC. A workshop was held at LBYC earlier this month. 
 

And … the Navy is coming. 

 
 
The Royal New Zealand Navy have committed to enter one of their training yachts, a Chico 40, in the 24-

Hour Endurance Yacht Race 2018. They are sailing the yacht down the west coast from their Devonport 
base in Auckland, using traditional navigation techniques, i.e. sextant, bearing compass, dead reckoning etc 

to arrive here in Wellington late February 2018. They will be in Wellington for about two weeks, then cross 
Cook Strait for a promotional tour of the Sounds, before heading north again via the east coast. It will be 

fantastic to see their huge spinnaker traversing Wellington Harbour. 
 

Please keep an eye on the LBYC website. We are updating the website as new information comes to hand. 
Entry forms will be available from the 15

th
 of January. We will also put order forms for a branded polo shirt 

on the website, so that you can all look the part on race day. Look forward to seeing you there.  
 

Theo Muller 
Race Director 24-Hour Endurance Yacht Race 2018. 
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Wahine: 50 years 
 
Next April marks the 50

th
 anniversary of the Wahine disaster. The Wahine 50 charitable Trust has been 

created to mark the occasion with events around town. Our Vice Commodore Richard Martin is on the 
board. 

 
There are several proposals which club members may be interested in taking an active part: 

 
A: Fundraising events at the clubhouses of EBYMBC and RPNYC 

 
B: An armada of private vessels has been proposed for one of the days, and is being organised with the 

cooperation of the EBYMBC and the RPNYC.  
 

Some members will remember the private yachts and launches which went out to help in the rescue, and 
have taken part in the rescue efforts themselves. Both the organising charity and the Wellington Classic 

Yacht Trust are interested in finding out which boats these were, as well as skippers and crew. 
 

Contact the trust via their website at http://www.wahine50.org.nz/, our club directly, or the Wellington 
Classic Yacht Trust at wgtnclassic@gmail.com 

 
 
 

Windhover III 
 

Windhover III is an Idle Along built by Barney Scully at his home in the early 1950s. With it he won the 

Moffat Cup (the national prize for the class) in 1955. He won a lot more with her besides. She is one of the 
finest IA to be built in Wellington. 

 
She’s had an unfortunate recent history, and is available for free to the right person, though you’ll have to 

arrange delivery from Auckland. She has all her rig and gear, but needs a new deck and some work on her 
hull aft. 

 
Contact Gavin Pascoe on gavin.pascoe@gmail.com or 027 3098936 if you are interested in returning her to 

her native city and getting her up and going for the centennial season. 
 

 

                   
 

 

 

http://www.wahine50.org.nz/
mailto:wgtnclassic@gmail.com
mailto:gavin.pascoe@gmail.com
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Wellington Classic Yacht Trust has recently added some material to its 

website which may be of interest 
 

 

Copies of The Yachtsman.  

The Yachtsman was a magazine published by the Evans Bay Yacht and Motor Boat Club from 1935-1937. It 
was edited by Charles Lindsay. It published a variety of material, including instructional articles on the 

techniques of racing, general news, history of local yachting, and much else: https://tinyurl.com/ybgloxm9 

 

Tony Farr photograph collection. 
Tony Farr was a club captain and commodore of the the EBYMBC during the 1950s. He raced the zeddie 

Aroha, then two Idle Alongs which he built named Horizon and Daring. He and his business partner Dave 
Waters are thought to be the first to import an aqualung to NZ, and he won the bet to be first to try it out. 

Farr is also credited with using the first trapeze in Wellington: He was getting third and fourth in club racing 
and when he saw one in an American magazine he copied it. He won his race, but the next week he said all 

the top crews were using them and he was back to third and fourth again! 
https://tinyurl.com/y7zneb4q 

 

More material from the club’s history will be added soon 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Stuck for a Christmas present for that person who 

has everything?  A Moore Wilson gift voucher is 

the perfect gift!  There is no better range of options 

to spend a voucher on anywhere in NZ!  Or want to 

have a gift delivered?  Have a look at 

moorewilsons.co.nz/online for sharply priced liquor 

and gifting options, delivered anywhere in New 

Zealand. 

https://tinyurl.com/ybgloxm9
https://tinyurl.com/y7zneb4q
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